Abstract. In this paper, a process algebra that incorporates expliclt representations of successful termination, deadlock, and divergence is introduced and its semantic theory is analyzed. Both an operational and a denotational semantics for the language is given and it is shown that they agree. The operational theory N based upon a suitable adaptation of the notion of bisimulation preorder. The denotational semantics forthelanguage isgiven interms of theinitial continuous algebra that satisfiesa set of equations E, CI~. It is shown that C'IE is fully abstract with respect to our choice of behavioral preorder. Several results ofindependent interest are obtained; namely, the finite approximability of the behavioral preorder and a partial completeness result for the set of equations E with respect to the preorder.
Introduction
In this paper, we wish to develop a theory for a process algebra that incorporates some explicit representation of termination, deadlock, and divergence. We develop both an operational theory based on bisimulations, [30] and an equational theory similar to those for CCS, ACP, [8, 19, 20] . The theory of ACP [7, 8] [8] and [9] ; thus, establishing its logical consistency. In this paper, following previous work in the CCS literature [20, 22] We also have within our language processes that may diverge internally. We let Q be a process that can only diverge internally. Using the usual notation for recursive terms, this could also be represented by rec x. 7; x, where 7 is an internal unobservable move. The semantic identification of the totally undefined process Q with the process that can only diverge internally rec x.~; x is indeed open to debate. However, this choice may be supported both on behavioral and pragmatic grounds.
In this paper, we follow Milner's experimental approach to the semantics of concurrent systems [26] . This approach is based upon the idea that two processes that cannot be distinguished by means of experimentation and as such represents a natural counterpart of the process rec x.~; x. Pragmatically, the choice of semantically identifying Q and rec x. t-; x allows us to rely on the standard body of techniques of continuous algebraic semantics [13, 15] , for instance, to give a denotational semantics for our language and provide powerful proof techniques for it. Our choice has some drawbacks in dealing with infinitary properties of processes such as fairness.
However, a study of these properties is out of the scope of this paper and, in general, cannot be carried out within the framework of continuous semantics. Obviously, we would expect nil and Q to be different processes and we also demand that 6 and Q be different.
The latter requirement is less defensible, but we are motivated by the information-theoretic view of computation as advocated by Scott [34] . Here the process that can only diverge ( Q ) contains no information and is therefore considered less than any other process. There is some information available about the process 8; namely, that it is deadlocked; so Q and 6 should be considered different.
In the presence of !2, and in particular taking Scott's approach to semantics, it is natural to express our theory in terms of inequatior,w. One inequation is and more generally the equations given above could be viewed as shorthand for two inequations, t = u representing t s u and u s t.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that an adequate semantic theory for a process algebra containing divergence, termination, and deadlock can be constructed using a suitable set of inequations, E. More specifically, we propose as a denotational semantics the initial continuous algebra generated by E, C1~, [13, 15] . This is in contrast to [6] , where metric spaces are used for this purpose in place of continuous partial orders. The advantage of the former is that all of the usual operators found in process algebra may be interpreted, whereas using metric spaces we can only readily interpret operators that are contractile.
For has been studied in [1] , [4, [22] , [27] We now give a brief outline of the remainder of the paper. In Section 2, we define the language whose semantic properties will be investigated in the paper. The language is endowed with both an operational and a denotational semantics. is finitely approximable as well. We end with a conclusion in which we discuss the results of the paper and relationships with related work.
The Language
Let Act be a countable set of atomic action symbols. It is assumed that Act comes equipped with a bijection y: Act -+ Act, which is its own inverse. The set Act will be called the set of observable actions and will be ranged over by a, b,.... Let~and 6 be two distinguished symbols not occurring in Act.
The symbol~will stand for an internal, unobservable action; these actions will occur when processes communicate with each other. Act, =~.~Act U {T} will be called the set of actions and will be ranged over by p, -y . . . . The symbol 6 will stand for a deadlocked process, a process that cannot perform any move but is not successfully terminated. Successful termination will be denoted by the constant symbol nil.
The set of constant symbols in the process algebra we consider is completed by the symbol Q; as discussed in the introduction, Q will stand for a process that can internally diverge. Alternatively, one may think of Q as the totally undefined process, the process about which the environment has no information at all. Q is not deadlocked and has not successfully terminated. The process combinators used to build new systems from existing ones will be the following:
-+ for nondeterministic choice, -; for sequential composition, -I for parallel composition, -t)~(" ) for the encapsulation operator.
Intuitively, the process %J P) behaves like p, but with actions in H prohibited.
A more detailed discussion of this operator may be found in, for example, [8] .
Formally: Definition 2.1. For each n e o, let E., the set of operation symbols of arity n, be defined as follows:
The signature X is defined as X = U.~~X.. Let Var be a countable set of variables, ranged over by x, y, . . . . The syntax of recursive terms over Z is then defined by t::= f(tl, ...,~, k) (.f=~k) I xl recx. t.
We assume the usual notions of free and bound variables in terms, with rec x. _ as the binding constructor.
The set of recursive terms over Z will be denoted by RECJVar) and will be ranged over by t, u, ... . The set of closed recursive terms over~will be denoted by RECX and will be ranged over by P?9, P'.... between our equations and the ones used in the theory of AC% with the empty process may be found in the conclusions. Let %'(E) denote the category of Z-cpo's that satisfy the equations in Figure  1 and continuous M-homomorphisms.
The following result is then standard [11, 13, 15, 18] .
% (E) has an initial object CI~. u
As an easy corollary of the above theorem, we get that s * G = . In fact, ps+q~p<~q+p+nil~q +nil*psq.
The next lemma establishes the fact that s * is a Z-precongruence. < * is a~.precongruence. We examine each operator separately.
(;) Assume p 5 q and r c R-ECx. We check that the clauses of the definition of 5* are met by p; r and q; r. we already know that~~L~~and the fact that~~coincides with the preorder generated by the model means that it is preserved by contexts, that is,~J =~~, c. We know~& G~., from which it now follows that~J G~;. One crucial property of~$ that we require is finite approximability.
T~~o~~~3,3,~~is finitely approximable,
The proof of this theorem is quite involved and uses a characterization of~.
in terms of a modal property language similar to that in [2] and [20] . The next section is entirely devoted to the exposition of the proof. Since it is independent of the rest of the paper, we assume the theorem in the remainder of this section. [16] , [20] , and [36], except that some care must be taken in the form of induction used-one of our terms may be infinite.
We first show that all finite terms may be reduced to a suitable normal form. The following facts will be useful in the syntactic manipulations to follow:
The following are derived laws of the set of inequations E:
(Dl) r; K1 = Q, (D2)T; (x+~) =x+!J.
PROOF.
Left to the reader. The proof of (D2) uses axioms (Q 1), ( !J2), and (T2). As the depth of e,; f is less than that of e; f, for each i, we may apply the inductive hypothesis to obtain an nf r, such that ml =~e,; f, for each i.
Thus, e; f =~EI-L,; m{{ +!2}. In each case, we get, by possibly applying T1, that 7; e' s~~; p,.
By Proposition 3.5,~; e =F~; e +~; e' <Fr; e +~; p,.
(2) p, = a. We distinguish two subcases:
If~; e J a, then there exists e' such that~; e~e' and e' 5 p,. By Lemma 3.5, e' = p, implies e' 5 *p, or T;e' S*pI or e' <* T;pL.
In each case depth(e') < depth(r; e) and depth(r; e') < depth( r; e); thus, we may apply induction to obtain e'<~p, or r;e'=~pi or e' SF T; p,.
In each case, by possibly applying T1, a; e' s~a; P,. By Proposition 3.5,~; e =F~; e + a; e' <~~; e + a;pl; if~; e 0 a, then, by Fact 3.2 and the definition of ==,~; e u and~; e lt a imply~; e =F~; e + a; 0. This implies that r;e=~r; e+a;~~~r; e+ a; p,.
This completes the proof of the fact that~; e <~~; e + p,; p,, for each i.
Combining (i) and (ii), we get that~; e s~~; e + Zp,;
p, =F~; e +P SF p, and this finishes the proof for the case d -~; e. 
Finite Approximability
This section is entirely devoted to proving that~$ is finitely approximable.
Using the fact that~~coincides with~~, it 1s quite easy to see that it is sufficient to establish that~~is finitely approximable. This is carried out in two stages. The first consists in a modal characterization of~.; we define a set &" of modal formulas, d and a satisfaction relation i= with the property that
This is the topic of Section 4.1 and is a simple modification of similar results in [2] , [201, [27] , and [35] . In Section 4.2, we show that satisfying a particular modal formula + depends on a finite amount of information. 
4.1.
MODAL CHARACTERIZATION OF~. . We introduce a modal language which is a slight reformulation of the program logics introduced in [2] , [20] , [27] , and [35] . The added atomic formulas will reflect the extra deadlock structure, which is present in the definition of our transition system semantics for RECZ. 
The modal depth of a formula~, md(~), is defined by structural recursion as follows: Such an A exists by the sort finiteness of our transition system semantics for REC~. In both cases, it is easy to see that both the statements of the theorem are met by d( p, (U) +). The details are omitted. Then it is easy to see that the unguarded recursive definiti~n and the generality of S give rise to a process that is not sort-finite.
In fact, p~for each i = u. As a consequence of these observations, our behavioral preorder would not be finitely approximable and CIE would not be fully abstract with respect to it.
However, it may be argued that one rarely, if ever, needs relabeling operators of such a generality. In practice, relabeling functions are usually assumed to be constant on all but finitely many actions in A cl,. If we allow only this kind of relabelings in our language, then the resulting transition system semantics will again be sort-finite, [1, 2] , and thus all of the results of the paper will carry through to this extended language. o $~+zq(k).
We end this conclusion with a brief comparison with related work. Several term model constructions [25] , for CCS-and SCCS-like languages have been proposed in the literature (see e.g., [16] and [22] ). In each of these papers, a denotational semantics is given to the languages considered by means of the initial continuous algebra that satisfies a set of equations~. The denotational model is then shown to be fully abstract with respect to a behavioral preorder.
In [12] , DeNicola and Hennessy show how the denotational models of the testing equivalences they introduce have a natural representation in terms of a particular class of trees, the acceptance trees of [17] . In [2] , Abramsky takes a language-independent standpoint and analyzes the general relationships between strong prebisimulation,~, over transition systems and its finitary part,~'. Abramsky also shows how his general results may be used to obtain a fully abstract model wth respect to (the finitary part of) strong prebisimulation over a version of SCCS [28] , with only finite summations and relates his model to the one in [16] . In [36], a behavioral relation similar to < is studied and applied to CCS; complete axiomatizations are given for finite and regular processes. In many ways, the present paper may be considered as an extension of this work, employing ideas from [22] . It provides the first comprehensive treatment of a weak version of prebisimulation and, in addition, it establishes a mathematical setting within which the notions of termination, divergence, and deadlock may be compared and contrasted.
Similar motivations are at the heart of [9] . Koomen's Fair Abstraction Rule [3] holds for it. The theory presented in [9] however, only deals with a language without parallel features and no completeness result, relating the axiomatic systems and the equivalences presented in the paper, is shown. In [33] , a modal logic similar to the one employed in Section 4 of this paper is used to construct an information system [34] 
